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OVERVIEW

Designed to test an individual’s ability to recognise spelling and grammar 
errors from a sample of text. Candidates are shown a sample of text 
selected by the administrator (four subjects are available). At Fundamental 
level candidates are required to highlight only the spelling and grammar 
errors. At Core and Professional levels candidates are also required to type 
corrections for the errors identified.

Candidates are presented with 1 question to complete within 15 minutes. 
The candidate’s responses are automatically marked. A point is awarded  
for each correct highlight and an additional point is available for corrections 
in the Core and Professional levels. In all levels incorrect selections will 
result in a minus point being subtracted from the total score and missed 
errors will result in no point being awarded.

Sample question 
Core level

FUNDAMENTAL
In this test candidates are required to only 
highlight the errors within the text provided. No 
justification for the errors is required. 30 errors 
are contained within the text for candidates to 
identify and highlight.

A candidate taking the Fundamental level of 
a test is expected to have subject knowledge 
aligned to a foundation level GCSE graduate. 

CORE
In this test candidates are to highlight and provide 
corrections to spelling and grammatical errors in 
the text provided. 40 errors are contained within 
the text for candidates to identify, highlight and 
correct.

A candidate taking the Core level of a test is 
expected to have subject knowledge aligned 
to a higher level GCSE graduate.

PROFESSIONAL
In this test candidates are to highlight and 
provide corrections to spelling and grammatical 
errors in the text provided. This test builds on 
Core by increasing the quantity of text provided 
for checking, the speed in which a candidate 
has to identify errors and the complexity of the 
vocabulary used. 50 errors are contained within 
the text for candidates to identify, highlight and 
correct.

A candidate taking the Professional level of a test 
is expected to have subject knowledge aligned to 
an A-Level graduate. 

TEST DETAILS

PRACTICE  
TEST AVAILABLE

15 MINUTES
ALLOWED

12 MINS AVERAGE 
COMPLETION TIME

1 QUESTION 
PRESENTED

16 QUESTIONS 
IN POOL

PROOFREADING
TEST

Q.  Jitesh, in the text shown below please identify all the spelling, grammatical and 

punctuation errors by highlighting the errors with your mouse and typing a correction 

to the error in the text box provided. 

 
If you require any additional help, please click on the instructions box above.

Company: God1 afternoon, sorry abuot2 the wait?3 You real4 speaking to mark5. I will be your support 

assistant today, and how cn6 I help you?

Customer: I have a probblem7 with the product that your8 have sold me?9

Company: Ok. Would it be possible for your10 to give me your name and policie11 number?

Customer: Yes, my name is Mis12 Elizabeth Kenton, policie13 number 17038115.

Company: Thank you:14 Ok, I can see all your details up on the sistem15 now. Would you like to tell 

me wat16 the problem appears to be?

Customer: Well:17 I have tied18 to use your product and it sinply19 will not work. I also telephoned your

technickel20 support team and they where21 unsupportive. I do not have the time to speak to then22  

any lomger23. I am simply frustrated that I canot24 get any answers?25

Company: I am so sorry to hear that Miss kenton26. Let me see if I can revolve27 it for you. Have you 

tried holing28 down the on29 button for 2 seconds?

Customer: Well, no,30 I have’nt31 tried to do anyting32 as I was scared of doing something wong.33 and 

making the problem worse. Ok, lit34 me try that, beer35 with me a second. Well,36 I never, its37 worked! 

Thank you!

Company: Fantastic. I am so sorry for any inconvenience that has been cuased38 Miss Kenton.

Customer: Thanks for all you39 assistance, you have been so helpful. I am so happy to get to use this 

product cow40. What was your name again.41

Company: My name is Mark. If you do have any further queries, please don’t42 hasitate43 to give 

me a cal.44
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